
Empowering Service Members with MatterHackers 3D Printing
Solutions

Introduction:

Every service member, regardless of rank or role, faces the daily challenges of the military grind.
MatterHackers, your ally in advanced 3D printing solutions, understands these intricacies and is
poised to support every facet of your duty, ensuring you're battle-ready at all times.

How MatterHackers Enhances Each Segment of Your Military Role:

 Infantry:
● Problem Solving: Rapidly produce tools tailored to specific tasks, from improved entrenching

tools to lightweight, custom-fitted protective gear.
● Advanced Capability: Customize gear based on terrain and specific mission requirements,

offering adaptability in constantly changing combat environments.

 Maintenance Sections:
● Problem Solving: Say goodbye to long waits for machinery parts. With our 3D printing

technology, reproduce parts on-site and get machinery back to optimal operation without
delay.

● Advanced Capability: Design and implement improvements to existing equipment, enhancing
longevity and operational efficiency.

 Logistics Sections:
● Problem Solving: Streamline cargo and equipment storage using custom 3D printed tools and

containers, ensuring efficient space utilization.
● Advanced Capability: Prototype new transportation solutions, potentially revolutionizing how

cargo is packed and transported.

 Supply Sections:
● Problem Solving: Print essential items on demand, reducing the need for large stockpiles and

ensuring immediate access to mission-critical supplies.
● Advanced Capability: Implement a digital inventory system where items can be printed as

needed, minimizing storage requirements and enhancing supply-chain efficiency.

 Communications:
● Problem Solving: Repair or replace damaged communication equipment components swiftly,

maintaining vital lines of communication.
● Advanced Capability: Customize communication equipment housings or interfaces to adapt

to various environments or user requirements.



Training and Equipment Maintenance: Empowering Peak Efficiency

Every piece of advanced technology needs the human touch to reach its full potential.
MatterHackers not only provides cutting-edge 3D printing solutions but also equips you with the
knowledge and skills to wield them effectively. Here's how:

● Comprehensive Training: Our team offers extensive training sessions tailored to your needs,
covering everything from the basics to advanced design techniques.

● Ongoing Equipment Services: Our dedicated service team ensures your 3D printing
equipment runs at peak efficiency with regular maintenance check-ups and swift repair
services.

● Accessible Support: Our expert support team is always ready to assist, ensuring you're never

Unlocking Victories in Adversity:

In the heat of combat, adaptability and swift problem-solving can dictate outcomes. With
MatterHackers’ 3D printing solutions, you have the power to:

● Adapt Rapidly: Modify gear or tools specific to unfolding challenges.
● Reduce Downtime: Repair equipment parts rapidly, ensuring peak operational capacity.
● Drive Innovation: Turn unique field experiences into tangible solutions.

Your Daily Grind, Elevated:

MatterHackers is more than a solution provider; we're your partner in redefining the boundaries of
what's possible. Our technology is your tool, ensuring that you and your unit are always a step
ahead, from the barracks to the battlefield.

Discover More:

Explore how MatterHackers can redefine your military experience, turning everyday challenges into
opportunities for excellence.
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